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Abstract
Noroviruses are a leading cause of gastroenteritis outbreaks globally. Several lines of evidence indicate that noroviruses can antagonize or evade host immune responses, including the absence of long-lasting immunity elicited during a primary norovirus exposure and the ability of noroviruses to establish prolonged infections that are associated with protracted viral shedding. Specific norovirus proteins possessing immune antagonist activity have been described in recent years although mechanistic insight in most cases is limited. In this review, we discuss these emerging strategies used by noroviruses to subvert the immune response, including the actions of two nonstructural proteins (p48 and p22) to impair cellular protein trafficking and secretory pathways; the ability of the VF1 protein to inhibit cytokine induction; and the ability of the minor structural protein VP2 to regulate antigen presentation. We also discuss the current state of the understanding of host and viral factors regulating the establishment of persistent norovirus infections along the gastrointestinal tract. A more detailed understanding of immune antagonism by pathogenic viruses will inform prevention and treatment of disease.

INTRODUCTION
Noroviruses comprise a genus in the Caliciviridae family and the human viruses in this genus are notable for their association with numerous and widespread gastrointestinal disease outbreaks. Specifically, human noroviruses are responsible for the majority of severe childhood diarrhea in regions of the world where a rotavirus vaccine has been implemented and they are the leading global cause of foodborne disease outbreaks [1–4]. Norovirus strains are segregated into genogroups and genotypes/clusters based on the sequence of their major capsid protein VP1 and regions within ORF1, with genogroup I (GI), GII, and GIV containing primarily strains associated with gastroenteritis in humans [5]. Murine noroviruses segregating into GV provide a vital small animal model for norovirus research considering their genetic, molecular, and pathogenic similarities to their human counterparts [6–8].
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Several lines of evidence from both human and murine norovirus studies strongly suggest that noroviruses encode mechanisms to circumvent host immune responses: First, early human volunteer studies demonstrated that a subset of people fail to mount lasting protective immunity against a homologous human norovirus challenge [9,10]. Consistent with this, primary murine norovirus infection results in suboptimal immunity that wanes over time [11,12]. Second, although the symptoms of human norovirus infection resolve very quickly in healthy adults, affected individuals can continue to shed low levels of virus for several weeks, reflecting incomplete immune clearance. In fact, it is well-established that even asymptotically infected individuals can shed human norovirus for extended periods of times, and one recent study reported that shedding duration was similar between symptomatic and asymptomatic subjects [13–15]. This apparent persistent infection is much more pronounced in risk groups including infants, young children, immunocompromised, and transplant patients [16–19]. Likewise, some murine norovirus strains establish persistent infections, with virus remaining detectable primarily in the large intestine for several months post-infection [20–22]. Notably though, highly genetically related intra-cluster murine norovirus strains differ substantially in both induction of adaptive immune responses [12,23] and persistence establishment [20,21], providing highly valuable comparative tools to identify viral determinants of immune antagonism. In this review, we will summarize a growing body of literature describing specific norovirus mechanisms that antagonize host immune responses.

Noroviruses are small, non-enveloped, positive sense RNA viruses with genomes of ~ 7.5 kb [24]. The 5’ proximal open reading frame ORF1 encodes a polyprotein which is cleaved by the viral protease (Pro) into six nonstructural proteins: 1) NS1/2, also referred to as p48 for human noroviruses; 2) NS3, an NTPase; 3) NS4, also referred to as p22 for human noroviruses; 4) NS5, the VPg protein that is covalently attached to viral RNA molecules; 5) NS6, the viral Pro; and 6) NS7, the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). ORF2 and ORF3 are translated from a subgenomic RNA, giving rise to the structural proteins VP1 and VP2, respectively [25,26]. Murine noroviruses express an additional protein called virulence factor 1 (VF1) from an alternative reading frame within ORF2, designated ORF4 [20,27]. The p22, p48, VF1, and VP2 proteins have all been described to possess immune-antagonizing activities (VF1 and VP2), or activities with a high likelihood of impeding immune responses (p22 and p48), and will be the focus of this review.

**Impairment of protein trafficking pathways by human norovirus p48 and p22 nonstructural proteins**

Many gastrointestinal pathogens disrupt the secretory pathway in intestinal epithelial cells, altering the balance of ions and fluids between the epithelial barrier and the intestinal lumen and thus contributing to diarrheal disease symptoms [28]. The main purpose of encoding proteins that interfere with cellular secretion pathways is likely to facilitate microbial replication but an unavoidable consequence of this activity is the impairment of vital host cell functions including those necessary for mounting immune responses at the cellular level. For example, cytokine secretion and surface expression of MHC and costimulatory molecules are both dependent on a functional protein trafficking pathway.
Two human norovirus proteins have been demonstrated to possess anti-secretory activity when overexpressed in cultured cells. First, the p48 nonstructural protein colocalizes with markers of the Golgi apparatus and induces Golgi rearrangement into discrete aggregates indicative of Golgi disassembly [29]. An independent study reported a vesicular staining pattern of fluorescently tagged p48 protein consistent with ER/Golgi localization [30]. Localization of p48 to the Golgi or vesicles did not require a predicted transmembrane domain at the carboxyl terminus of the protein, although this domain was sufficient to induce Golgi localization of a reporter protein [29,30]. Finally, p48 was revealed to bind vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A (VAP-A) that functions in SNARE-mediated vesicular transport and to block the transport of the vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) G glycoprotein to the cell surface at a post-Golgi trafficking step [30]. Collective evidence thus strongly argues that the human norovirus p48 protein interferes with intracellular protein trafficking when overexpressed in cultured cells.

Second, the p22 nonstructural protein also contributes to Golgi disassembly and inhibition of the cellular secretory pathway [31]: Transient expression of fluorescently tagged p22 resulted in disassembly of the Golgi and inhibition of protein secretion as measured by a secreted alkaline phosphatase reporter assay. The p22 protein specifically blocked trafficking of COPII-coated vesicles from the ER to the Golgi. Notably, p22 contains a motif which closely resembles a well-defined ER export signal that is conserved across many human norovirus strains. Mutations in this motif ablated the ability of p22 to induce Golgi disassembly and inhibit protein secretion; moreover this motif could substitute for an established ER export signal. The murine norovirus p22 protein homologue called p18 does not contain this motif; although p18 did cause Golgi disassembly when expressed in 293T cells, it was less efficient at blocking the secretory pathway than human norovirus p22 [32]. Available evidence thus supports a model whereby p22 localizes to COPII-coated vesicles and prevents their fusion with the Golgi, ultimately leading to Golgi disassembly and impaired protein trafficking within the cell. Although the precise mechanism by which p22 alters normal trafficking of COPII-coated vesicles has not been elucidated, it requires a specific motif that has been coined a mimic of an endoplasmic reticulum export signal (MERES) [31,32].

Although the above-described studies examined the activity of p48 or p22 in overexpression systems, there is evidence supporting the notion that inhibition of host secretory pathways also occurs during norovirus infections: Transfection of Huh7 cells with human norovirus genomic RNA, and infection of permissive RAW 264.7 cells with a murine norovirus, both induce Golgi disassembly [31,33]. Murine norovirus replication complexes initially assemble on membranes derived from the ER, Golgi, and endosomes ultimately leading to accumulation of numerous cytoplasmic vesicles where intracellular replication occurs [33,34], supporting the idea that noroviruses hijack the secretory pathway for the purpose of assembling replication factories on cellular membranes. While it has yet to be determined whether the murine norovirus p48 and p22 homologues (referred to as NS1/2 and NS4, respectively) possess anti-secretory activity, they both localize to organelles involved in the secretory pathway so it is tempting to speculate that they promote replication complex formation on host membranes [35]. Moreover, a recent study demonstrated that NS1/2 regulates the ability of a murine norovirus to efficiently infect the colon and establish a
persistent infection at this site [36]. By consolidating in vitro observations of human norovirus p48 and in vivo observations of its murine norovirus homologue NS1/2, it is reasonable to speculate that norovirus persistence establishment is directly related to the anti-secretory (and possibly the related immune antagonist) activity of this nonstructural protein.

Overall data thus support a general model whereby specific norovirus nonstructural proteins localize to organelles of the host secretory pathway and encode mechanisms to impede normal trafficking within this pathway so that host membranes can be used as scaffolds for viral replication complex assembly. An unavoidable consequence of inhibiting vesicular transport within the secretory pathway is disassembly of the Golgi apparatus, which should affect the ability of the infected cell to mount an effective immune response (Fig. 1).

Because caliciviruses share many commonalities with picornaviruses in terms of genetic structure, it is noteworthy that the picornavirus proteins 2B and 3A encoded in the same gene order as p48 and p22, respectively, also block host secretory pathways [37]. Moreover, 3A inhibition of host protein trafficking has been demonstrated to reduce cytokine secretion, and reduce surface expression of MHC class I molecules and tumor necrosis factor receptor, on infected cells [38–40].

Although many enteric pathogens similarly target host secretory pathways in enterocytes and this can directly contribute to the induction of diarrhea due to an altered ion and fluid balance in the gut [28], a novel feature of noroviruses is their tropism for immune cells including macrophages, dendritic cells, and B cells [33,41]. Thus, a major unresolved question is whether inhibition of secretory pathways by noroviruses contributes to diarrhea as it does for enterocyte-targeting pathogens. It is possible that noroviruses do infect enterocytes although this has yet to be replicated in vitro [42]. Alternative possibilities are that one or more nonstructural protein(s) are secreted from infected immune cells and interact with bystander enterocytes to mediate pathologic effects; enterocytes acquire viral proteins upon apoptosis of infected immune cells; or inhibition of the secretory pathway only occurs in infected immune cells and this process does not contribute to norovirus-induced diarrhea. Thus, future studies investigating the relevance of norovirus inhibition of host secretory pathways regarding both immune antagonism and pathogenesis are critical and can be accomplished using available norovirus animal models and novel viral cultivation systems [7,41,43,44].

**Antagonism of cytokine induction by the murine norovirus VF1 protein**

Murine noroviruses encode a fourth open reading frame overlapping with ORF2 that gives rise to the small VF1 protein [20,27]. Although human noroviruses do not encode a VF1 protein, sapoviruses – another Caliciviridae genus containing human viruses associated with gastroenteritis – do possess a similar ORF4 overlapping ORF2 [20]. The conservation of ORF4 in murine noroviruses and sapoviruses suggests that it plays a critical role in viral pathogenesis. Indeed, although VF1 expression from the subgenomic RNA is dispensable for murine norovirus infection in cultured cells, it does contribute to viral fitness since mutations disrupting ORF4 expression quickly revert to residues that restore expression upon repeated passaging in cells [27]. Moreover, mutation of VF1 results in attenuation in
vivo: This is apparent in wild-type mice as demonstrated by reduced viral loads in animals infected with a VF1-mutant virus compared to parental wild-type virus; and in interferon (IFN)-deficient STAT1−/− mice as evidenced by substantially reduced levels of viral genome replication, delayed onset of weight loss, and a marked reduction in tissue pathology in animals infected with the mutant virus [27]. These data substantiate a critical role of VF1 in murine norovirus pathogenesis although it is dispensable in tissue culture.

McFadden et al. provided initial mechanistic insight into the function of VF1 by demonstrating that it localizes to the mitochondria and interferes with expression of antiviral genes including IFN-β, at least one IFN-stimulated gene (ISG54), and CXCL10 [27] (Fig. 1). This impairment occurs at the level of gene induction, as demonstrated by the ability of VF1 to significantly reduce IFN-β promoter activation in response to stimulation of type I IFN induction pathways that initiate in the mitochondria. The VF1 protein of a naturally attenuated murine norovirus strain called MNV-3 does not possess the ability to block IFN-β promoter activity while VF1 of the relatively more virulent MNV-1 strain does [12,45], revealing a correlation between VF1 antagonism of antiviral gene expression and virulence. In addition to blocking induction of antiviral genes, VF1 also controls virus-induced apoptosis: Infection of permissive RAW 264.7 cells with a VF1-mutant virus induced substantially higher levels of active caspase 3 than did infection with wild-type virus; this correlated with reduced viral protein synthesis late in infection although titers of infectious virus were unaffected [27]. Future studies will further probe the precise mechanisms by which VF1 antagonizes cytokine gene expression and regulates apoptosis pathways. Although human noroviruses do not encode a VF1, it will be interesting to test whether they have evolved unique strategies to accomplish similar antagonism of the host immune response and which viral gene products are responsible for interfering with type I IFN responses.

**Prevention of antigen presentation by the murine norovirus VP2 protein**

The icosahedral norovirus virion is composed of 90 dimers of the major capsid protein designated VP1 along with several copies of the minor capsid protein VP2 [26,46]. Recent data reveals that VP2 associates with a conserved motif within the shell domain of VP1 present on the interior surface of the capsid [47]. Based on its basic nature and internal location in the virion, VP2 is predicted to play a role in RNA binding and genome packaging into progeny virions [47]. VP2 has also been demonstrated to contribute to virion stability and increased expression and stability of the VP1 protein itself [48–50]. Finally, it negatively regulates the viral RdRp in a cell-based reporter assay for polymerase activity [51]. The expression of the norovirus VP2 protein is tightly regulated through a process termed translation termination-reinitiation occurring on the subgenomic RNA [52,53], which may reflect the importance of fine-tuning in relation to the multifactorial roles played by VP2 in the viral life cycle.

In addition to its functions in viral replication and virion stability, VP2 has also been implicated in modulation of the host immune response. As noted in the Introduction, highly genetically related intra-cluster murine norovirus strains induce remarkably variable levels of protective immunity. For example, MNV-3 induces substantially more robust antiviral
antibody and CD4\(^+\) T cell responses that mediate protection from a secondary challenge when compared to MNV-1 [12]. This distinction correlates with induction of molecules involved in antigen presentation, including MHC and costimulatory molecules, on infected macrophages (Fig. 1). By generating chimeric murine noroviruses in which ORF3 genes were swapped between MNV-1 and MNV-3, we demonstrated that VP2 is primarily responsible for these differences: MNV-1 containing the MNV-3 ORF3 gene (MNV-1.3VP2) induces upregulation of antigen presentation molecules on macrophages and elicits protective immunity in contrast to parental MNV-1; whereas MNV-3.1VP2 is less efficient at inducing macrophage maturation and protective immunity compared to parental MNV-3 [12].

Although the mechanism by which VP2 regulates antigen presentation molecule upregulation on infected macrophages has not been elucidated, MNV-1 VP2 does not actively prevent MNV-3-induced maturation since maturation occurs in co-infected cells. This finding supports an evasion strategy in contrast to active antagonism, although this has yet to be proven. Moreover, although VP2 expression significantly regulates antigen presentation and protective immunity induction, chimeric MNV-1.3VP2 and MNV-3.1VP2 viruses displayed intermediate phenotypes compared to parental MNV-1 and MNV-3 so we assume that at least one more immunomodulatory mechanism contributes to these phenotypes. A likely candidate is VF1-mediated cytokine antagonism considering that MNV-3 induces increased levels of cytokines and chemokines in macrophages compared to MNV-1, and that the MNV-1, but not MNV-3, VF1 protein blocks IFN-\(\beta\) promoter activity [12]. Overall, the suboptimal induction of protective immunity by MNV-1 is likely due to VP2-mediated suppression of antigen presentation by classical antigen presenting cells (APCs) and VF1-mediated cytokine antagonism. This information should inform future vaccine design considering the weak and quickly waning protective immunity elicited by natural human norovirus infection [9,10]. Future research to determine the mechanism by which norovirus VP2 controls antigen presentation pathways is thus warranted.

**Determinants of norovirus persistence establishment**

Establishment of a persistent infection requires a virus to evade or actively antagonize the host immune response. The fact that noroviruses are capable of persistently infecting the intestine, as indicated by prolonged shedding and the indefinite maintenance of infectious virus in the colons of mice infected with certain murine norovirus strains [13–15,20,22], indicates that they must possess strategies to avoid elimination by host immune responses. The findings that MNV-1 encodes two immune antagonist activities (i.e. VF1-mediated antagonism of cytokine induction and VP2-mediated prevention of APC maturation) which are not active in MNV-3 [12] is in apparent contradiction to the rate of clearance of these two virus strains: While MNV-3 can establish a persistent infection, MNV-1 is cleared more rapidly [20,22]. These data beg the question why immune mediators induced by MNV-3 including antiviral antibody and CD4\(^+\) T cells [12] are insufficient to clear persistent infection. One clue may lie in observations by Tomov et al. that another persistent murine norovirus strain called MNV.CR6 induces a suboptimal CD8\(^+\) T cell response compared to MNV-1 [23]. Thus, it is possible that antiviral CD8\(^+\) T cells are required to control primary norovirus infections whereas antiviral antibody and CD4\(^+\) T cells mediate protective
immunity. Distinct viral strategies may thus regulate the ability of noroviruses to establish persistent infection.

As mentioned above, the murine norovirus NS1/2 protein regulates colonic tropism and persistence establishment [36], possibly indicating a role for inhibition of host secretory pathways in persistence establishment. There is also evidence indicating a role for commensal bacteria in norovirus persistence establishment [54]. Commensal bacteria are known to stimulate norovirus infections in vitro and in vivo [41,54,55], and they appear to suppress the antiviral activity of type III interferon in a manner that is conducive to viral persistence [54]. This will be a rich area of future research building on the emerging theme that enteric viruses exploit commensal bacteria to enhance their own infectivity.

CONCLUSIONS

Considering the enormous amount of disease caused by human norovirus infections across the globe, developing prevention and treatment strategies is desperately needed. In order to infect their hosts and propagate themselves in vivo, viruses evolve strategies to antagonize host immune responses. These processes represent key targets for therapeutic and vaccine design since they are generally required for viral virulence. Several lines of evidence indicate that noroviruses circumvent host immunity, including the weak and quickly waning immunity elicited by a primary norovirus infection and the ability of these viruses to establish prolonged infections. Numerous research groups are making progress on elucidating norovirus mechanisms of immune antagonism, the focus of this review. In particular, two nonstructural proteins called p48 and p22 block the host secretory pathway which likely prevents cytokine secretion and expression of antigen presentation molecules on the cell surface; the VF1 protein antagonizes the expression of antiviral genes; and the VP2 protein suppresses antigen presentation and overall protective immunity induction. Further dissection of the mechanisms used by these individual proteins to evade clearance by the host immune response should lead to development of novel strategies to prevent infection by these important human pathogens. Moreover, understanding the precise mechanisms by which the viral nonstructural NS1/2 protein and commensal bacteria regulate the ability of noroviruses to establish persistent enteric infection will be an exciting area of future discovery.
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HIGHLIGHTS

1. Norovirus infections fail to elicit long-lasting robust immunity.
2. Noroviruses are shed for prolonged times, suggesting incomplete immune clearance.
3. Noroviruses block the host secretory pathway which likely impedes immune responses.
4. The norovirus virulence factor 1 (VF1) protein antagonizes cytokine induction.
5. The norovirus minor structural protein VP2 suppresses antigen presentation.
Noroviruses encode multiple immunoregulatory functions. First, the norovirus VP2 protein prevents infected macrophages from upregulating molecules necessary for antigen presentation, including MHC class I, MHC class II, and costimulatory molecules CD40, CD80, and CD86. This activity regulates the induction of critical mediators of protective immunity including CD4+ T cells and antiviral antibody. Second, the norovirus VF1 protein blocks the induction of critical antiviral cytokines in infected cells, including type I IFN. This activity contributes to virulence and likely regulates the overall immune outcome to infection as well. Third, two norovirus nonstructural proteins, p48 and p22, inhibit host
secretory pathways, a function that has been linked to immunoregulation for related virus families such as picornaviruses.